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What does the principle of 

dominance state? 

 

.....alleles may be dominant or 

recessive 

What does the principle of 

segregation state? 

 

...when gametes are formed the 

alleles for each trait separate from 

each other and each gamete 

receives only one allele for each 

trait 

What is a dominate allele? 

 

 

...the form of a trait that shows up 

in an organism  

What is a recessive allele? 

 

 

...the form of a trait that shows up 

only when the dominant allele is 

not present 

What is a Punnett Square? 

 

 

... a diagram that shows all gene 

combinations that might result 

from a genetic cross 

What is meant by genotype? 

 

 

...the actual alleles for a trait 

What is meant by phenotype? 

 

 

 

...the visible expression of the 

alleles for a trait 

What is an allele? 

 

 

 

 

....a form of a gene 

Who is known as the father 

of modern genetics? 

 

 

...Gregor Mendel 

What is meant by independent 

assortment? 

 

 

...during gamete formation, pairs 

of alleles for different traits 

separate independently of each 

other 

What is meant by incomplete 

dominance? 

 

...two alleles combine their effects 

to form a blend of the traits (for 

example: a red flower crossed with 

a white flower may produce a pink 

flower) 

What is meant by codominance? 

 

 

...each allele is expressed 

separately (for example: both 

black and white feathers are 

expressed in chickens...checkered) 

 

What is the main result of 

meiosis? 

 

 

...formation of gamete with half 

the number of chromosomes as the 

mother cell 

What is the main result of 

mitosis? 

 

 

...two genetically identical cells are 

produced 

What is meant by diploid? 

 

 

...two sets of chromosomes 
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What is meant by haploid? 

 

 

...one set of chromosomes 

What is meant by homologous 

chromosomes? 

 

...body cells of a organism have  

pairs of corresponding 

chromosomes: one from each 

parent for each chromosome 

What is meant by crossing-over? 

 

 

.... homologous chromosomes pair 

up during prophase 1 and 

exchange portions of chromatids 

(alleles are exchanged between the 

homologous chromosomes) 

How many chromosomes are 

there in a human body cell? 

 

 

...46 

How many chromosomes are 

there in human sperm or egg 

cells? 

 

 

...23 

What is a gene map? 

 

 

 

... map of the locations of genes on 

a chromosome 

Different forms of a gene are 

called 

  

 

 

 

....alleles 

What is the result of crossing a 

homozygous tall pea plant and a 

homozygous short pea plant? 

 

 

...all offspring are tall 

What is the purpose of a Punnett 

Square? 

 

 

...to determine the probable 

outcome of a cross 

Organisms that have two 

identical alleles for a particular 

trait are said to be  

 

 

....homozygous 

The physical characteristics of a 

organism are its 

 

 

...phenotype 

A situation in which a gene has 

more than two alleles is known 

as 

 

...multiple alleles 

What process produces 4 

haploid cells? 

 

 

...meiosis 

Predict the genotype probability 

of a cross between two 

heterozygous parents (yellow pea 

seed is dominant over recessive 

green pea seed) 

 

...1YY : 2Yy : 1yy 

"Bb" represents what kind of 

genotype? 

 

...heterozygous 
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"BB" represents what kind of 

genotype? 

 

...homozygous 

What process produces two 

identical cells? 

 

...mitosis 

When is DNA replicated? 

 

 

 

...during interphase 

What is the difference between 

anaphase I and anaphase II? 

 

...anaphase I : homologous 

chromosomes separate 

 

...anaphase II: sister chromatids 

separate 

 


